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The Web of Life – Sioux Legend 

This captivating legend unfolds high atop a majestic mountain, where a spiritual leader of a 

Sioux tribe engages in a profound prayer to Wakan Tanka, the great spirit. Clasping a willow hoop 

adorned with sacred offerings like horsehair and feathers, the elder receives a vision. It is within 

this sacred moment, revealed to him was the enigmatic figure of Ikotomi —the great trickster and 

teacher of wisdom—in the form of a spider. 

In the ethereal encounter, Ikotomi engages in a discourse with the elder, utilizing their 

shared sacred language to impart profound teachings. The essence of these teachings revolves 

around the intricate circle of life, traversing the inevitable phases from the innocence of infancy to 

the wisdom of old age, ultimately completing the cosmic cycle. Crafting a delicate web within the 

boundaries of the willow hoop, Ikotomi elaborates on the profound duality of forces—embracing 

both the benevolent and malevolent—that every individual inevitably encounters. 

With each thread spun in the web, Ikotomi unfolds the profound truths about the impact of 

these forces on the delicate balance and harmony. The forces of good, he explains, usher 

individuals toward positive destinies, while succumbing to the allure of the forces of bad may lead 

to potential harm. The intricate web becomes a tangible representation of the cosmic dance 
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between these opposing forces. This reminds us of life’s balance and that all our choices are 

intertwined.  

Upon the completion of the web, Ikotomi bestows it upon the elder, presenting a 

masterpiece of intricate design within a perfect circle. The great trickster imparts a solemn charge 

to the elder, instructing him to use this creation for the betterment of his people. The elder is 

entrusted with the sacred task of guiding the tribe to follow the path illuminated by the good forces 

and to believe in Wanka Tanak to help guide them and let it help encourage your people to pursue 

their dreams, achieve goals, and harness the power of their ideas for the collective benefit. 

In a moment laden with spiritual significance, Ikotomi explains to the elder. As night 

descends, the dreamcatcher comes alive, weaving its ethereal threads through their slumbering 

minds. With remarkable precision, it captures the threads of positive dreams, entwining them 

within its intricate lattice. These dreams, suffused with hope and promise, are then carried forth 

into the waking world, becoming an integral part of their lives. 

However, not all dreams are benevolent. The malevolent ones, the nightmares that haunt 

the depths of their slumber, are deftly thwarted by the dreamcatcher. With its center's hole serving 

as a gateway to freedom, the negative dreams pass through and dissipate, no longer able to inflict 

their torment upon the dreamer. 
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To the Nakota, the dreamcatcher holds a profound significance, for they believe that it 

cradles the destiny of their future. It is a cherished item that links them to the spirit world, and a 

symbol of protection that guides them through the tapestry of their lives. 

 

https://www.stjo.org/native-american-culture/lakota-legends/dreamcatcher-

legend/#:~:text=The%20Dreamcatcher%20Legend,in%20the%20light%20of%20dawn. 

https://aktalakota.stjo.org/lakota-legends/legend-of-the-

dreamcatcher/#:~:text=The%20Lakota%20elder%20passed%20his,sift%20their%20dreams%20an

d%20visions. 

https://graduateway.com/native-american-culture-the-story-behind-the-dream-catchers/ 

 


